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"Love is in the air"  they say as Valentine's Day arrives. Indeed it is, if we so choose,
and here at Prism we do our best to choose love in our work and also in our lives

outside of the office. Thank you for being a part of what & whom we love, and enjoy
our update from the office this month!

-the Prism Team

New & Noteworthy

Another New Team Member! 
After working closely with Prism for a number of years, Emily recently joined
Prism in a full-time capacity as the head of all things creative and company

culture. With her background in teaching and affinity for thinking outside of the
box, Emily helps foster Prism’s company culture internally with our team, as

well as display it externally to the people we serve.

Prism Ponderings:
Prism's monthly blog featuring life insights inspired by our work

With Valentine's thoughts in mind, this month's blog is about why we believe in
incorporating love into our work & what that looks like in practice.

The Great MARDI GRAS Debate:
Knife in the box or out?

Our office, Claris Pointe, was recently graced with its first king cake of the season and we
were SO excited we forgot to get a pic until it was almost gone! We polled Facebook in the

Great Mardi Gras debate, but what about you? 
Knife in the box, or out? 

Connection Corner:
Connection is at the heart of how Prism Group does mediation, and we believe the language of

connection extends well beyond the walls of the mediation room. Join us in the Connection
Corner for tips + tidbits we use to connect-- in mediation, and in our lives.

Prism Pride

Check out this beautiful video that encapsulates not only what we do but why
we do it.

In a Word: Celebration
With Valentine's Day & Carnival season on our minds, it's another time of celebration here
in south Louisiana. Decorations, cakes, parades, themed gatherings-- how fun it is to have

something to celebrate. Let's not forget, though, that we need not wait for a special
occasion or holiday to have a celebration, to gather, to bake a cake, to dance, or

to decorate. There can be something to celebrate in every day. 
Life is a celebration. 

Learn more about The Prism Group and how we can help you resolve conflict
and move forward toward a renewed purpose. Click here to visit our website.

Let's Be Social
Follow Prism Group on our social channels to stay up to date on all happenings and latest news from our team!
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